day life. They also highlight the ways in which cities usually considered to be on the periphery have been transformed into "global cities," either by capital investment and trade, (e)migration, or imaginary processes fueled by the circulation of popular cultural forms, or all three. And they share a preoccupation with the psychosocial future of the next generation.
Following a pattern of implosion (and true to melodramatic form), the effects of violence and instability in the sociopolitical sphere tend to be expressed as violence and disaffection within the family and intimate relationships. Yet unlike several male-directed urban dramas, these films point to a place where affect and hope can be rekindled. Following Stuart Cunningham's discussion of melodramatic violence, violence takes a personal rather than impersonal form, and tends toward disintegrative-integrative possibilities in plot resolution. 2 The probing of domestic space and intimate relationships leads to observations and interventions that are refracted outward into the still restrictive public sphere.
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My purpose in comparing these films is not necessarily to arrive at a new millennial concept of feminine cinematic aesthetics (echoing the efforts of the eighties) 3 , nor even at a definition of melodrama as a transnational genre.
Contemporary film melodrama hardly has the cohesive discursive profile or audience following of, for example, a genre such as the horror film; and its current transnational iteration is best located in the telenovela, as many studies have
shown. 4 Instead, I wish to foreground the ways in which women directors and their feminine protagonists, availing themselves of the shifting sociodynamics of the urban sphere and referencing the global, have intervened by dramatizing patriarchal structures of complicity and subjugation and narrating masculine failure, while creating spaces where oppositional voices can be heard. All of these films make reference and appeal to melodrama as a feature of popular sensibility and as an effective tool for exposing rifts and tensions in the socius as a result of the expansion of global capital and labor migration. Yet, as I aim to show, the mode itself, especially in its televisual manifestations, can be transformed into an object of critique, beginning with the refusal to adhere to conventional resolutions of plot conflicts, yet also through innovative uses of dramatic space, intermediality, and generic hybridity. My hope is that, in adopting a transnational, contemporaneous frame with which to consider these films, a dynamic of "mediation" (in the sense conceived by Irigaray) can be introduced, whereby a "space of horizontal engagement between women" can be forged, a "space in which differences between women might also be explored." 5 Specifically, I will be tracing the ways in which states of (dis)affection in relation to the patriarchal bind are counterbalanced by actions and interpellations promoting recognition among female characters, and in turn, between film subjects and film viewers. Although we obtain an overview of the neighborhood through the short Mooca she discovers is the daughter of a major music producer, through the city center to her home. Enrique's boss sends the company henchman to locate the kidnappers' hideout. In the scuffle that ensues, it is the henchman who dies, and Enrique decides to dispose of the body in such a way that it will appear as if he himself has been killed. After witnessing his own funeral, Enrique attempts to contact Elena, to no avail: he is alive, but has lost his job and his identity. Elena has transformed her home into a recording studio, and is now producing recordings of Rita's musical performances with her band.
The film thus proclaims a (momentary) triumph of feminine solidarity and an ethics of mutual empowerment over corrupt, self-serving, and exploitative patriarchal structures. Concomitantly, the plot resolution portends a new, more constructive type of transnationalism -a techno-savvy transnationalism authored by women -over the corrupt and fraudulent trade deals that can only damage Mexico's international image as purveyor of basic goods.
Reconfigurations of urban and domestic space: Whereas Dalva in Um
céu is shown doubly entrapped within a dwelling she is trying to leave behind -first by those closest to her and then by the media and the Law, with the opportunities and travails of the city beyond reach, public urban space in En el país de no pasa nada is portrayed as compromised by intrigues, interpersonal crime, accidents, swindles (as when a poor mother is given some of the contaminated milk for her family as "charity"), until the moment that Elena, savoring her freedom from self-imposed confinement, rides aimlessly with Rita in a rickshaw through the streets of downtown Mexico City. Urban transitivity seems to be continent not upon a transcendent, roving camera eye ( the diegesis and a disruption in the performance of gendered subjectivity, a disruption that isn't fully articulated, and hence isn't "resolved," in either film.
In all four films, there is a blurring of the boundaries of public and domestic space, intensifying the possibilities for social critique and opening the way to historical representation.
Intermediality and remediation:
Just as importantly, in these films, the commentary on the fragility of social relations and the exclusionary (or at least the very elusive) dynamic of the globalized economy is closely tied to a selfreflexive portrayal of the influence of electronic media on both the cinema and the construction of gendered subjectivity, an apparatic intervention that makes it impossible to divorce the consideration of the textual (diegetic) universe from the wider sociopolitical context. The cinema that binds the text cohabits the frame -at times collides -with electronic media, some of which are used Nachbeben, has clearly mastered all the skills needed to navigate the digital universe, he is only able to communicate through the act of recording, rather than speaking or writing.
23 Carlo Chatrian, "Line-up" Program for the 66 th Festival del film Locarno, 7-17 August, 2013, Locarno, Switzerland. 24 On suburbs as "defensive, possessive" spaces exclusive of "strangers," see David Morley, Home Territories: Media, Mobility, and Identity (New York: Routledge, 2000) , 129.
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The Partition and the Façade: Beyond gesturing towards cultural and linguistic plurality in her film, Werenfels provides us with a microcosmic view of cultural and international inequities within Europe. She achieves this through the use of partitions -unlike Max who is able to "see" into the party while remaining at a comfortable distance from adult tensions and violence, Birthe's retreat to her room means that she is only able to communicate (ineffectively) with the world via telephone. These images, composited and in soft focus, contrast with Piotr Jaxa's pristine cinematography and crisp sound focus in scenes where we see HP walking in glass-walled structures at work, or in extreme fisheye close-up as he washes his face and comes up for air at the party. The fisheye shot is the first piercing of the façade found both at the workplace and erected in the backyard, leading to the violent outburst with Philipp in the game room, and the early morning scene where he nearly takes his own life. These same concepts, the partition and the façade are endowed with different symbolism, but nonetheless similar implications for the construction of gendered subjectivity in Rakhshan Bani-Etemad's Under the Skin of the City (2004), which portrays a working-class family struggling to make ends meet in Tehran. Unlike the other films, which confine the action to tightly delimited spaces and casts, 25 Bani-Etemad utilizes a neo-realist style to depict daily life in Tehran, which each of her main characters transits according to the arcs of their intersecting dramas. Tuba (Golab Adineh) is a mother and grandmother who works long hours in a textile factory, which has given her a debilitating cough. Her eldest son, Abbas (Mohammad Reza Forutan), is a messenger for a law firm, who is trying to get a visa to work in Europe so that he can better support his mother and give his siblings a better future.
His adolescent sister Mahboubeh (Baran Kosari) is plugged into transnational youth culture while studying at school. The stakes placed on Mahboubeh's 25 Hamid Naficy has called attention to how "a sense of claustrophobia pervades the worldview, miseen-scène, shot composition, and plot development of many transnational films;" however, my own analysis of the uses of these claustrophobic spaces in the films above departs from Naficy's reading of this claustrophobia as a sign of "retrenchment;" see Hamid Naficy, "Independent Transnational Genre," Tuba and her family are on the verge of eviction, Abbas goes to the "travel agency" to fetch his visa, only to discover that the business was a scam. A plan to smuggle drugs for Nasser Kahn to buy the house back goes awry. 
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